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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev15
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev15
Open-Xchange AppSuite oﬃce 7.8.2-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3630.
47873 Filename information is lost when moving ﬁles between different ﬁle storages
Now setting the ﬁlename when moving ﬁles accross different ﬁle storages to solve this issue.
47888 NPE when trying to edit the description of a ﬁle in a Dropbox account within the
AppSuite
Edit the description of a ﬁle in a Dropbox account were not possible with the Appsuite-UI.
Un-mangle the ﬁle identiﬁer to ﬁx this.
47893 Folders in cloud storages with dots ’.’ in their names are not queried correctly from
the UI
It was not possible to retrieving informations from cloud storage folder if they contain a dot in foldername.
Now cid method removed all ’.’ from the ids to ﬁx this issue.
48292 Usercopy fails with ”Unexpected problem occurred”
UseCountCopyTask used a wrong mapping object and tried to copy use counts of internal users
and usercopy failed.
This has been ﬁxed by using the correct mapping object and skip use counts of internal users.
48495 New arriving mails are sorted somewhere into existing mails in list view
Sort handler was called before models were drawn and list were messed up.
This has been solved by skipping sort when queue contains items and sort manually once the
queue has been processed.
48629 Appointment jumps one day back if time changed more than 12h
Local date instead of internal utc date were used in one calculation.
This has been ﬁxed by sticking to utc-based calculations.
49083 E-Mail-Folder Action ’delete all messages’ ignores OVERQUOTA
Copy command was able to run into overquota.
This has been ﬁxed by using move operation for clear folder command in case move operation is
supported by imap server.
49091 Show requests for read receipts setting is not hidden when protected
Conﬁgurability for all settings is not available.
Extend checkbox-related code in mail settings pane to consider conﬁgurability for this setting.
49103 No additional address books loaded in picker on mail compose
Too many contacts thus hitting the default limit of 10000 contacts.
Now exclude the global address book from the picker to avoid an unresponsive dialog. New settings is: io.ox/contacts//picker/globalAddressBook=true/false.
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49196 Users can not be added to group
It was not possible to add an user to a group containing a space in the name and were created by
the command line tool.
This has been solved by using CHECK GROUP UID REGEXP property for group name validation during http-api calls.
49491 IMAP session Timeouts after switching the IMAP backends
Mutually exclusive access to shared instances of ’javax.mail.internet.MailDateFormat’ prevent concurrent threads to parse IMAP INTERNALDATE/ENVELOPE fetch responses.
Deal with possible locked shared instances of ’javax.mail.internet.MailDateFormat’ to not block concurrent threads that attempt to parse IMAP INTERNALDATE/ENVELOPE fetch responses.
49543 Show hidden ﬁles and folders is not hidden when protected
No generic support to hide each user setting.
This has been solved by adding support for this particular setting.
49572 Dropbox/box.com: upload a new version overwrites ﬁle
Add new version overwrote the original ﬁle.
Properly add new ﬁle revision in case of explicit ”Add new version” call and make ”ﬁle versions”
capability available via folder API through ﬁeld ”supported capabilities”.
49575 Google drive: ﬁlename in version info not updated
Wrong ﬁle-name/title advertised to client when querying version/revision history for a ﬁle.
This has been ﬁxed by setting proper ﬁle-name/title when retrieving version/revision information
for a ﬁle.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

47873, 47888, 47893, 48292, 48495, 48629, 49083, 49091, 49103, 49196, 49491, 49543, 49572,
49575,
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